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Desperate College Student Finds Dream Job Opportunities with Hound.com    

August 8, 2009 

This discussion talks about a desperate college student in need of a job tried all the other job searches but got 
no responses and was just about to give up when a friend told him to try Hound.com. In Ten minutes the young 
college found more than 100 matches for his dream job. 

It is a fact that many College Students who need jobs are just looking in the wrong places.  They are using the 

internet to research, but guess what, so is every other college student on the internet.  This means is you are 

looking where 100’s of other jobless college students look.

How can Hound.com change the competition for a College Student or Anyone?

There is a simple solution to fast forward you in your job hunt at Hound.com.  The jobs posted on Hound.com can 

only be accessed by members of the job search website.  This cuts down the competition.  Also 95% of the jobs 

on Hound.com are not posted on other job boards on the internet.  

A. Harrison Barnes founded the job search service with a clever scheme.  His goal was and still is “I just want 

to put you to work because you getting a job and supporting your family is what really matters.”  How clever is 

that?  The goal is not too complicated and above all it is working, not only for college students, but also for single 

moms, hardworking dads and folks re-entering the job force.  

The Overwhelming Job Search was done for the College Student and produced results

There are many testimonials from the jobless like the College Student who had been to almost every job board 

and website known to advertise jobs.  The frustration comes when job seekers receive few responses or no 

responses to resumes submitted for the position.  When the job seekers became members to Hound.com their 

outlook changed and hope was planted.  Changing the competition for job seekers is not the only benefit for 

Hound.com members.

A. Harrison Barnes finds the jobs with technology and hundreds of researchers working night and day to make 

sure any job listed in any discrete advertisement reaches job seekers on his job board.  The position most likely 

would not have been found otherwise because Hound.com computers comb the business websites continually.   

Companies with jobs do not want to always want to pay to advertise their openings so they post them for free 

on the company website.  Most people like the College Student could not research all the company websites but 

Hound.com can, while you are sleeping.  So when you get up the next day and everyday you will find new job 

positions posted.

You can join just like the College Student and others who want to get their dream job.  The fee is only 29.95 per 

month to access hundreds of thousands of jobs that others cannot find.  Pay for the service as long as you need 

to do job search.  It is nice to have a partner like Hound.com on your side when you do you job hunt.  Happy 

hunting with Hound.com.


